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ABSTRACT
Nonparametric regression techniques such as spline smoothing and local tting depend
implicitly on a parametric model. For instance, the cubic smoothing spline
estimate of
P
2
a Rregression function

based
on
observations
t
(
Y
i ; Yi is the minimizer of
i ? (ti )) +
R
2
2
 ( ) . Since ( ) is zero when  is a line, the cubic smoothing Rspline estimate
2
favors the parametric model
R (t2) = 0 + 1 t: Here we consider replacing ( ) with the
more general expression (L) where L is a linear di erential operator with possibly
nonconstant coecients. The resulting estimate of  performs well, particularly if L is
small. We present a O(n) algorithm for the computation of . This algorithm is applicable to a wide class of L's. We also suggest a method for the estimation of L. We study
our estimates via simulation and apply them to several data sets.
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RE SUME
Les techniques de regression non parametrique telles que l'ajustement local ou le lissage au
moyen de splines dependent implicitement d'un modele parametrique sous-jacent. Dans
l'estimation lisse par spline cubique d'une fonction P
de regression  a partir
d'observations
R
ti , par exemple, on choisit Yi de facon a minimiser fYi ? (ti )g2 +  ( )2 . Puisque le
second terme s'annule lorsque  est lineaire, l'estimateur favorise
R le modele parametrique
(t) = 0 + 1 tR. Les auteurs proposent ici de remplacer le terme ( )2 par une expression
plus generale, (L)2 , faisant intervenir un operateur di erentiel lineaire L a coecients
eventuellement variables. Ils montrent que l'estimation de  qui en resulte se comporte
bien, particulierement si L est petit. Ils fournissent un algorithme d'ordre O(n) pour le
calcul de  qui est valable pour une classe assez large d'operateurs. Ils suggerent en outre
une methode d'estimation de L. Des simulations et des exemples d'application concrets
illustrent le propos.
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00

1. INTRODUCTION: THE FAVORED MODEL

Nonparametric approaches to estimating regression functions contrast with
more traditional parametric models in o ering greater exibility in tting the data.
Although these smoothing methods seem not to be model-based, they implicitly
1

use a pre-speci ed parametric model, and we demonstrate that the choice of this
model can be important for tting the data well.
For example, the cubic smoothing
spline estimate
R of the regression function 
P
is the function that minimizes (Yi ? (ti ))2 +  (00 (t))2 dt, where the Yi 's are
the data and  is a smoothing parameter. The rst sum of squares term measures
's t to the data, and the second penalty term measures 's closeness to a straight
line since, if  is a line, then the penalty term is equal to zero. Hence when  is
zero, the estimate of  interpolates the data; when  is large the estimate is close
to the least squares regression line. Furthermore, if the Yi 's lie on a line then the
estimate of  will be that line, no matter what the value of . The parametric
model (t) = 0 + 1 t may thus be considered the favored model for this penalty,
or can be called hypersmooth in the sense de ned by this penalty.
In local linear regression (Fan, 1992; Cleveland, 1979; Fan & Gijbels, 1996),
the favored model
is also linear. The estimate of (t) is ^(t) = ^1 , where ^1 and
P
^2 minimize (Yi ? 1 ? 2 ti )2 W (jti ? tj=) for a known function W . Typically
W (u) is small if juj is large. Thus one assumes that, locally,  is close to the
parametric form (t) = 1 + 2 t. The value of  determines what values of ti
are considered local to t. If  is large, then the estimate of  is close to the least
squares line. If the data Yi lie on a line, then the estimate of  will be that line.
The need for a wider class of favored functions is illustrated in Figure 1, showing
two nonparametric regression estimates of the expected incidence of malignant
melanomas in males between 1936 and 1972 (Andrews & Herzberg, 1985). In the
sense de ned in Section 3, each estimate uses 5.6 parameters. The estimate labeled
CUB is a cubic smoothing spline, and the estimate labeled PER, an application
of our methodology, is described in Section 5.1. Like the cubic smoothing spline
estimate, the PER method is computationally fast and very exible. However,
it uses 0 + 1 t + 3 cos !t + 4 sin !t, with ! = 0:58, as its favored parametric
model, where ! was estimated from the data. As we can see, the CUB estimate
picks up the linear trend, but completely misses the periodic component; but the
PER estimate picks up both the linear and periodic trend.
FIGURE 1 HERE
The smoothing spline PER works better because an appropriate choice of
penalty can lead to an estimator with low bias. Suppose that the data satisfy
Yi = (ti ) + i
where a  t1 < t2 <    < tn  b and the i 's are independent with mean 0. The
penalized weighted least squares estimate of  minimizes
X ?

di Yi ? (ti ) 2 + P ();
(1)
where the di 's are positive known weights and P , the penalty, takes on non-negative
values. If the ti 's are not distinct, (1) can be modi ed. For instance, suppose that
t1 = t2 and that the di 's are all equal to 1. Just as in ordinary least squares,
we would replace (Y1 ? (t1 )2 + (Y2 ? (t2 )2 with 2(Y ? (t1 ))2 , where Y is the
average of Y1 and Y2 . Throughout, we assume  is in the Sobolev space Hm , the
set
of all  : [a; b] ! < with (j) absolutely continuous, j = 0;    ; m ? 1, and
R b ? (m) 2
< 1. Now, for ^ minimizing (1)
a 
X



?

2



di E ^ (ti ) ? (ti )  P ();
2

(2)

where  is the true regression function (Wahba, 1990). Therefore, the more closely
the true  satis es P () = 0; or is in the kernel of P , the smaller is the bias of ^ .
Thus, the kernel of penalty P de nes the favored parametric model. Of course, the
estimate of  need not follow the favored parametric model, and, in fact, can be
quite far from it if the data require  to be relatively small. That is, the choice of
P does not determine a spline smoother's capacity to track the data. However, an
appropriate choice of P can reduce the \number of parameters" required to track
the data. This point is explained in more detail in Sections 3 and 6.
2. CHOOSING THE PENALTY: L-SPLINES
2.1. L: A LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR

Here we consider L-splines, de ned by penalties that depend on linear di erential operators. Let L be an mth order linear di erential operator

L = Dm +

mX
?1
j =0

wj D j

(3)

where Dj denotes the j th derivative operator and the wj 's are continuous realvalued weight functions. Note
L is square integrable for all  2 Hm . In (1),
R that
we take as penalty P () = (L)2 and thus seek  to minimize

H (; w0 ;    ; wm?1 ) =

X

di (Yi ? (ti ))2 + 

Z





L(t) 2 dt:
(4)
Suppose that the favored model is a linear combination of m basis functions
u1 ;    ; um 2 Hm that are linearly independent and have m continuous derivatives.
If the associated m by m Wronskian matrix function W(t) having elements
W(t)ij = D(j?1) ui(t)
(5)
is invertible for all t 2 [a; b], then one can nd the weight functions wj in (3) by
solving W(t) w(t) = ?Dm u(t) for w(t), where w(t) = (w0 (t);    ; wm?1 (t))0 and
u(t) = (u1(t);    ; um(t))0 . See, for example, Coddington (1961).
Table 1 contains simple examples of di erential operators and bases for the
corresponding parametric families. The last two operators de ne the classes of
di erentiable positive functions and twice-di erentiable monotone functions, respectively (Ramsay, 1998).
TABLE 1 HERE.
How does one choose a favored parametric model? For the melanoma incidence
data in Figure 1, the model was chosen based on the belief that melanoma incidence
is increasing with an overlaid periodic component due to sunspot activity. Many
of the classical parametric models in nonlinear regression are based upon physical
models, and any of these can be considered as the favored model in a penalized
likelihood approach, so that parametric assumptions may be applied in a exible
way.
In this section we assume that the basis, u1 ;    ; um, for the kernel of L is
known. In Section 4, we discuss how to use the data to choose appropriate uj 's.
2.2. L-SPLINE ALGORITHMS AND APPLICATIONS
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The idea of smoothing with a penalty de ned by a linear di erential operator L has a considerable history. Prior to their appearance in statistics, L-splines
were much studied by numerical analysts as generalizations of polynomial splines.
Schultz & Varga (1967) and Schumaker (1981) provide reviews of this early literature. Kimeldorf & Wahba (1970) proposed a slightly restricted form of L-spline
for statistical smoothing. They also noted that the minimizer of (4) is the Bayes
estimate under a Gaussian process prior on . This stochastic process connection
was taken up in more detail by Wahba (1978) and Weinert, Byrd & Sidhu (1980).
Smoothing methods di er fundamentally from time-based regression approaches
such as time series models and state-space methods. The latter attempt to estimate (t) using only data for ti  t, while smoothing uses the entire data. A
series of papers (Ansley & Kohn, 1985; de Jong, 1997; Kohn & Ansley, 1989, 1991,
1993; Kohn, Ansley & Wong, 1992; Wecker & Ansley, 1983) showed that a modied Kalman lter would produce the same estimates as a smoothing spline. The
modi ed lter uses a di use initial state and is run both forward and backward
through the ti sequence. These authors also showed that this Kalman lter could
be carried out in O(n) operations.
Unfortunately, this valuable line of investigation has not had the attention in
books on smoothing, or the impact on smoothing practice, that it merits. One
reason may be that no publicly accessible software was, to our knowledge, ever
made available for what turned out to be a rather complex algorithm. Moreover,
their algorithms present special problems when the wj 's are non-constant, since
the algorithms require the computation of matrix functions of the form

F (t; s) = exp

Z


s

t



A(v) dv ; U (t; s) =

Z

s

t

F (t; v)bb0 F (t; v)0 dv

where A(v) is an m by m matrix and b is an m-vector (Ansley, Kohn, & Wong,
1993). Calculation of F involves m2 integrals for each value of t and s. For nonconstant wj 's, these integrals must typically be calculated numerically. The further
integration in U seems likely to make the calculations prohibitively expensive.
However, the vector b has only one non-zero entry and, for some popular choices
of L, the matrix A(v) has many zero entries. By contrast, the technique that we
describe, which is also O(n), is essentially as fast for the nonconstant wj case as
for the constant.
Unequally spaced values of ti may present implementation challenges for the
Kalman lter method. However, our method is not e ected by unequal argument
spacing.
In defense of the Kalman-Filter approach, however, Kohn & Ansley (1993)
found that, for the L = D2 case, the approach is at least competitive with the
widely available cubic smoothing spline method of Reinsch (1967, 1971) and Hutchison & de Hoog (1985). Moreover, the use of the Kalman Filter brings other useful
things, such as con dence and prediction intervals in O(n) calculations, and bandwidth choice by maximum likelihood. We hope that the state-space approach
continues to evolve, and that these disparate strands in the literature converge to
a uni ed presentation.
Finally, Wang & Brown (1996) use a modi ed spline to t a family of curves,
each of which has period of one day. They estimate a phase shift for each of the
curves and then minimize (4) with L = D2 + (2)2 I over all functions  with
(0) = (1) and 0 (0) = 0 (1).
2.3. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
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The results in this section follow easily from the techniques of Wahba (1990).
For xed wj 's, any  that minimizes (4) must lie in a nite dimensional subspace of Hm . This subspace is determined solely by L and the ti 's, and so is
known. We wish
to nd  2 Hm thatR minimizes (4). We use the inner product on
P
m
Hm : hf; gi = j=0?1 f (j) (a)g(j) (a) + (Lf )(Lg). By standard results of di erential
equation theory, whenever L  0 and (j) (a) = 0; j = 0;    ; m ? 1 then   0,
and so h; i is indeed an inner product.
With this inner product, the linear functional  ! (t) is continuous and
thus Hm is a reproducing kernel Hilbert space. Therefore there exists a bivariate
function k(; ) called Rthe reproducing kernel such that k(s; t) = k(t; s), k(s; ) 2 Hm
for all s 2 [a; b], and (Lk(; t))(s)(Lf )(s) ds = f (t) for all f 2 Hm with Dj f (a) =
0, j = 0;    ; m ? 1.
The reproducing kernel function k is expressible in terms of G, the Green's
function associated with L. The Green's function is given by
 Pm
i (w); w  s 
u
(
s
)
u
i
i
=1
G(s; w) = 0 otherwise
(6)
where (u1 (w);    ; um(w)) is the last row of the inverse of the Wronskian W(w).
The function k is then

k(s; t) =

b

Z

a

G(s; w)G(t; w) dw:

(7)

For more details on Green's functions, see Coddington (1961).
A minimizer of (4) exists and is of the form

() =

m
X
j =1

j uj () +

n
X
j =1

j k (tj ; ):

(8)

The optimal j 's and j 's can be found by minimizing
(Y ? U ? K )0 D(Y ? U ? K ) +  0 K
(9)
where Y = (Y1 ;    ; Yn )0 , = ( 1 ;    ; m )0 , = ( 1 ;    ; n )0 , Uij = uj (ti ),
Kij = k(ti ; tj ), and D is a diagonal matrix with Dii = di .
Thus, one can nd the minimizing  by setting the derivative of (9) equal to zero
and solving for and . However, the resulting linear equations can be extremely
ill-conditioned, even for n as small as twenty. Moreover, the matrix calculations
are slow, requiring in general O(n3 ) calculations.
In what follows, we shall only need the diagonal and rst 2m o -diagonal elements of K. We apply the results of Anselone & Laurent (1968) to the minimization
problem. These authors considered L-spline smoothing in a rather abstract setting,
showing that the problem can be solved with n ? m linear equations rather than
n. Going from O(n3 ) to O[(n ? m)3 ] does not o er much relief, but they o ered
a more detailed analysis of polynomial smoothing corresponding to L = Dm , and
showed how to construct an O(n) algorithm in this case. Our algorithm, described
in detail in the Appendix, extends their approach by showing that a local application of the QR decomposition yields the minimizing  in O(n) calculations, and is
numerically stable even when n is large (e.g. greater than 1000) and even when the
wj 's in (3) are non-constant functions. In particular, we don't need to compute all
of K - we only need the diagonal and rst 2m o -diagonals of K.
5

Splus modules Pspline (for L = Dm ) and Lspline (for general L's) were developed by the second author and are available by anonymous ftp at statlib.stat.cmu.edu
or from the web at www.stat.cmu.edu. The modules provide estimates of the regression function and its derivatives.
3. DEGREES OF FREEDOM AND CHOICE OF 

To more meaningfully scale the value of the smoothing parameter , one can
use df , the e ective number of parameters or degrees of freedom that ^ uses in
estimating . A common de nition (Hastie & Tibshirani, 1990) is trace S where
S is the hat matrix,
not depending on Y, and satisfying ^  = S Y for ^  =
(^ (t1 );    ; ^ (tn ))0 and Y = (Y1 ;    ; Yn )0 . One can show that, for xed w, trace
S is a decreasing function of  ranging from n when  = 0 to m, the dimension
of the kernel of L, as  ! 1: However, we have found that it is also important to
take account of the number of parameters de ning L that are estimated from the
data, and consequently, we de ne the degrees of freedom to be

df = trace S + number of estimated parameters:
(10)
The size of  depends on what L is employed, and especially on m, but the

e ective number of parameters provides a basis for comparing ts based on di erent
penalties. Figure 2 shows three penalized least squares estimates of melanoma
incidence, each using ten e ective parameters. The three estimates have penalties
with L = D2 , D3 and D4 . The values of  are 4.35, 35.69, and 910.52, respectively.
FIGURE 2 HERE.

The e ective number of parameters is also used when choosing  by generalized
cross-validation (see, for instance, Green & Silverman, 1994, or Eubank, 1988).
The value of  is chosen to minimize
() = n ^ 2 ()
GCV() = (nSSE
n ? df )2 n ? df

where SSE () = (Y ? ^  )0 D(Y ? ^  ) and ^ 2 () = SSE ()=(n ? df ): The
theoretical justi cation of minimizing GCV is that GCV is a good measure of the
predictive power of ^ . A heuristic justi cation of the use of GCV is as follows.
Usually, the numerator of GCV is small (that is, ^ is close to interpolating the
data) when the denominator is small (when df is close to n). Thus minimizing
GCV means tting the data well with few parameters.
We may also compare the t achieved by the favored model to that achieved
using a speci c  via the F-ratio:
F() =

SSE (1)?SSE ()
df ?df1
:
SSE ()
df

(11)

Here SSE (1) and df1 indicate, respectively, the error sum of squares and degrees
of freedom for the favored model.
4. ESTIMATION OF THE PENALTY
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In practice, we usually have a general idea of the favored functions uj , but we
may need to estimate a parameter vector  before these functions, properly denoted
as uj (t; ), can be completely speci ed. This was the case for the melanoma data,
where the period ! was unknown. Note that any parameterization of the uj 's
induces a parameterization of the coecient functions, the wj 's, and vica versa.
The parameter
 can
P be estimated by using nonlinear least squares techniques
P
to minimize i (Yi ? j j uj (ti ; ))2 as a function of the j 's and . One then
uses the corresponding w^j 's in (3) and (4) to estimate  by ^ . The smoothing
parameter can then be chosen by methods such as generalized cross-validation. For
LP= D4 + !2 D2 with !2 unknown, we estimated the parameter ! by minimizing
(Yi ? 1 ? 2 ti ? 3 cos !ti ? 4 sin !ti )2 as a function of ! and the j 's.
We also explored other methods, such as minimizing the GCV criterion with
respect to both  and the parameters : However, our experience has been that
GCV often has multiple local minima and exhibits rather complex behavior as a
function of both  and ; and the preliminary nonlinear least squares analysis was
found to be more reliable.
Of course, the nonlinear least squares method isn't appropriate if the data are
far from the favored model. However, in this case there is no advantage to using
the penalty associated with the favored model.
When the GCV criterion is used to select  and possibly , we have tended to
add the number of estimated parameters in  to the degrees of freedom measure,
as in equation (10). This has the practical problem that the degrees of freedom
for error n ? df in the denominator of GCV become negative as  ! 0. However,
when the data call for such a small amount of smoothing, we suspect that there
is little to be gained over polynomial smoothing by our methods, so this situation
should not prove troublesome in realistic situations.
5. EXAMPLE OF L-SPLINE SMOOTHS
5.1. PERIODIC DATA WITH LINEAR TREND: MELANOMA DATA

To analyze the melanoma data, we use the fact that melanoma incidence is
believed to be roughly periodic with a linear trend. Therefore, we choose the
preferred parametric model (t) = 1 + 2 t + 3 cos !t + 4 sin !t and, with di = 1,
(4) becomes

H (; !) =

X?

i



Yi ? (ti ) 2 + 

Z





(D4 + !2 D2 ) 2 :

(12)

Our nonlinear least squares estimate of  yielded !^ = 0:58, corresponding to a
period of 10.8 years. Using this value of ! in (12), minimizing with respect to 
and choosing  by generalized cross-validation yields the estimator labelled PER
in Figure 1. This estimate of  corresponds to trace S = 4:6, for a total of 5.6
parameters after correcting for estimating !:
Figure 3 contains our periodic penalty nonlinear least squares estimate (the
PER estimate of Figure 1) along with three other estimates. The nonlinear least
squares estimate (denoted NLS) is almost identical to the periodic penalty estimate.
The other two estimates use a penalty with L = D4 , so that this penalty is of
the same order as our periodic penalty. One estimate (labelled GCV) chooses 
by generalized cross-validation. The other estimate (labelled DF) chooses  by
forcing the number of parameters to be equal to 5.6, which is equal to the number
7

of parameters used by our NLS estimate. We see that the DF estimate captures
the linear trend in the data but completely misses the periodic component. The
GCV estimate tracks the data very well. However, it uses 17 parameters, a very
high number considering that there are only 37 data points.
FIGURE 3 HERE
The F-ratio function (11) is given in Figure 4. We see that the L-spline does
not improve on the favored model for any of the values of  that are plotted, while
the polynomial spline, not surprisingly, improves signi cantly on the t o ered by
its favored model over a wide range values.
FIGURE 4 HERE
Figure 3 suggests the use of a di erent favored model, namely (t) = 1 +
t
2 + 3 t cos !t + 4 t sin !t. Modi cation of the analysis for this favored model is
straightforward: one simply needs to calculate the reproducing kernel k of Section
2.3. Note that this favored model yields a di erential operator L with nonconstant
coecients wj . To calculate the wj 's, see the comments just after equation (5).

An alternative, parametric analysis of these data might involve time series methods. This would be particularly useful for predicting melanoma incidence given past
incidence, that is, for estimating the conditional expectation of melanoma incidence
given the past. However, here our goal is to estimate the unconditional expected
melanoma incidence. Even in this case, one might assume a time series model:
Yi = 1 + 2 ti + 3 cos !ti + 4 sin !ti + i where the i 's follow, say, an AR(p)
model with p unknown. We carried out analysis with this model, by studying the
residuals of the nonlinear least squares estimate of . From plots and from analysis
of the residuals via Splus's ar function, we conclude that the residuals are indeed
independent, that is, that p = 0.
The data analysis naturally leads us to the question \does the parametric model
provide an adequate t to the data?". One can answer this question using ad
hoc tests based on the F-statistic or with chi-squared statistics, both of which
are recommended for model-testing in generalized additive models (see Hastie &
Tibshirani, 1990). Or one can use the tests proposed by Cox, Koh, Wahba &
Yandell (1988) or Cox & Koh (1989). These are locally most powerful tests, under
a Bayesian inspired alternative. Ramsay (1998) used a bootstrapping technique to
test a t for monotonicity.
5.2 US BIRTH RATE DURING WORLD WAR II

The monthly US birth rate for the period January 1940 to December 1948 is
plotted in Figure 5. These data were discussed by Simono (1996) in the context of
variable bandwidth smoothing. We see here three trends. The twice-yearly surge
in births is due to enhanced opportunities for gestation a orded by the Christmas
and summer holidays. The overall trend can realistically be viewed as exponential. Finally, there are the dramatic e ects due to young parents' reactions to the
prospect of being involved in World War II, to their enlistment, and to their demobilization. The values are counts and so one would expect that the variances
would be increasing with the mean. Therefore we carry out a weighted smoothing
with weights chosen assuming a Poisson distribution.
8

FIGURE 5 HERE
We propose the favored model de ned by the three functions

u1 (t)
= sin(t=3)
u2 (t)
= cos(t=3)
u3 (t) = expfc1t + c2 F [(t ? a)=b]g

(13)

where F (z ) = z=(1 + z 2=2)2 , and time t is measured in months from January
1940. The rst two functions accommodate sinusoidal e ects with a period of six
months, and the third is designed to pick up exponential trend plus the decline
followed by the surge in birth rate. The parameters a and b de ne the location
and spread of the enlistment/demobilization e ect, and these plus c1 and c2 make
four parameters to estimate. We estimated these by tting u3 alone to the data by
nonlinear least squares. This t is plotted as a dotted line in Figure 5.
These three functions de ne an order three L with non-constant coecients.
Following the procedure described in the Appendix, we rst computed the determinant jW(t)j of the Wronskian matrix and con rmed that it was nowhere 0 over
the interval [0; 96]. Then we computed the three adjoint functions, u1 (t); u2 (t),
and u3 (t); followed by the matrix function F(t) de ned in (18). The reproducing
kernel values k(ti ; tj ) were then computed from (17) by numerical integration. We
augmented the degree of freedom measure trace S by four in computing GCV.
For comparison purposes, we also smoothed
R the data using an order 3 polynomial
spline; that is, using the penalty P () = (D3 )2 . This was t using the Pspline
module. For both ts, we accounted for nonstationarity of variance by smoothing
with weights di proportional to 1=Y^i where Y^ was de ned by tting the data with
u3 alone.
The minimum GCV estimators for both the L-spline and P-spline, shown in
Figure 6, corresponded to about 55 degrees of freedom.
P These corresponded to
global standard error estimates computed by ^ 2 = [Yi ? ^(ti )]2 =(n ? df ) of
about ^ = 24, and the two ts are hardly distinguishable. But this is surely too
close a t, since for a count of 2500, we should expect a standard error of about 50,
even ignoring other contributions to variance such as economic and climate factors
in uencing birth rate.
Figure 6 displays the L-spline and P-spline ts corresponding to 20 degrees of
freedom. These correspond to the more reasonable standard error estimates of 73.4
and 76.3, respectively. While both o er reasonably good accounts of the large-scale
e ects in the data, the L-spline is obviously able to pick up the small-scale harmonic
e ects much better, while the P-spline t seems slightly preferable for the birth
rate spurt at the beginning of 1943. Also shown in the gure is the least squares
t, using the basis in (13).
FIGURE 6 HERE
Figure 7 plots the variance estimate ^ 2 as a function of degrees of freedom for
the two types of smooths. We see that the L-spline has a substantial advantage over
the P-spline t up to about 20 degrees of freedom, after which the two methods
o er similar levels of t. This plot along with our experience suggests that the
intelligence in the L-spline t only pays o in terms of goodness of t for small
degrees of freedom, but for medium degrees of freedom, such as 20 in this problem,
9

the L-spline t may be better for qualitative reasons, and nally for large degrees
of freedom both methods will give about the same results.
FIGURE 7 HERE
We acknowledge that both the melanoma and birthrate data may be better
approached by time series methods; our intention here is only to compare various
smoothing techniques.
6. SIMULATIONS

Through simulations, we can investigate more precisely whether the appropriate
choice of penalty can substantially increase the accuracy of estimation. We used regression functions that are similar to the favored model (t) = 1 + 2 t + 3 cos !t +
4 sin !t. We compared the following estimates of the regression function.
NLS : nonlinear least squares estimate based on the parametric default model;
PER.NLS : penalized least squares estimate based on the appropriate penalty
as in (4) with L = D4 + !2 D2 ; the parameter !2 used in the penalty is that
calculated in NLS and  is chosen by GCV (this is method 1 of Section 4);
D4 -GCV : penalized least squares estimate based on the penalty with L = D4 ; 
is chosen by GCV; the estimates are smoothing splines of degree 7;
D4 -df : penalized least squares estimate based on the penalty with L = D4 ;  is
chosen so that the number of parameters used is the same as in PER.NLS,
that is, we use number of parameters equal to the trace of the hat matrix plus
one, for the estimation of !; the estimates are smoothing splines of degree 7.
In the three penalized estimates, the weights in (4) were di = 1.
We generated 400 random functions, j , j = 1;    ; 400, as described in Section
6.1 below. For each j we created 200 data sets. The kth data set contained 101
observations of the form
Yki = j (i=100) + ki ; i = 0;    ; 100
where the ki 's are independent standard normal random variables and  is either
5 or 20. From this dataset we calculated ^kj .
We studied the bias and variance of our estimates as follows. From the 200
estimates we calculated the average estimate
200
^j (t) = 1 X ^kj (t);
200

k=1

the average squared bias




98
2
1X
BIASj = 97
^j (i=100) ? j (i=100) ;
i=2
2

and the average variance

200 X
98
X
(^kj (i=100) ? ^j (i=100))2:
VARj = 97 1 200

k=1 i=2
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We've eliminated the ti 's near 0 and 1 in order to focus our attention on accuracy
of estimation away from the boundary of the data. Results summing over all values
were qualitatively similar to those presented here. Note that
200 X
98
X
(^kj (i=100) ? j (i=100))2  MSEj :
BIAS2j + VARj = 97 1 200

k=1 i=2

For the penalty with L = D4 + !2 D2 , the favored model is spanned by the
functions 1, t, cos !t, and sin !t.
Figure 8 shows one of the curves used along with a data set generated from this
curve by adding normal regression errors with standard deviation equal to 5.
FIGURE 8 HERE.
6.1. RANDOM FUNCTION GENERATION

We want to generate functions that are somewhat periodic, to illustrate the
importance of the choice of penalty. However, we don't want exactly periodic
functions, since then a parametric procedure would be most appropriate.
There are undoubtedly many ways to generate roughly periodic functions. Here,
we use a somewhat ad hoc method. We'd like  to be a random process with a
period that varies randomly in time, but is approximately equal to !. Speci cally
we'd like random processes w() and () with L  0 where (L)(t) = (4) (t) +
w2 (t)(2) (t) and with
E(w(t))  !:
(14)
However, for w() not constant, there is no general closed form solution of the
di erential equation L = 0. Therefore, we replace L = 0 by
E(L)  0:

(15)

Let () be white noiseR with standard deviation  , b(t) = 0t (s) ds be Brownian
and (15) are satis ed for w(t) = ! +
motion, and B (t) = 0t b(s) ds: Then (14)

b(t) and (t) = C D?2 cos !t + B (t) , C an arbitrary constant. Finally, we
generate a random  by
R

(t) = C



?2 cos(!t + B (t))
0 + 1t + D



(16)

where 0 and 1 are independent normal random variables, independent of B (),
with mean zero and standard deviation  . To approximate the process B (),
we rst approximate b() using linear interpolation of partial sums of independent
normal deviates. We then numerically integrate b() by the trapezoidal rule. We
also approximate D?2 cos(!t + B (t)) by numerical integration. Figure 9 contains
four of the 1000 curves generated using ! = 8,  = 50,  = 0:01, and C =
10; 000, the values used in our simulations. The values of these parameters were
chosen in order to generate curves that were close to the favored parametric model,
but not too close, and the value of C gave MSE values of a reasonable order of
magnitude. The solid curve in the gure is calculated from (16) with B (t)  0,
that is, (t) = 10; 000 D?2 cos(!t) = 10; 000 (1 ? cos(!t))=!2 .
11

FIGURE 9 HERE.
6.2. SIMULATION RESULTS

Results are given in Tables 2 ( = 5) and 3 ( = 20). We de ne the number
of parameters used for PER.NLS as the trace of the hat matrix plus one, thus
allowing for the estimation of !. Our results show that the PER.NLS estimate
has small mean squared error and uses a reasonable number of parameters. Since
the distribution of the mean squared error is sometimes long-tailed, we have also
included summary statistics for the logarithm base 10 of the MSE.
In terms of MSE, PER.NLS is by far the best method when  = 5 and, when
 = 20, it is comparable to the best method NLS. PER.NLS tends to use a few
more parameters than D4 -GCV.
The MSE of D4 -df is larger than that of PER.NLS, since D-df is forced to use
the same number of parameters as PER.NLS but with the \incorrect" penalty.
We can study how much of the MSE is due to BIAS2 and how much is due
to VAR. As might be expected, the bias of PER.NLS is small compared to the
variance, since PER.NLS uses a favored model that is appropriate for our regression
function. When  = 5, D4 -GCV has the ratio closed to PER.NLS. This might
be expected, since these two estimators choose the smoothing parameter  by
generalized cross-validation which, roughly, minimizes the MSE by choosing a value
of  which gives the appropriate balance between the squared bias and the variance.
However, the ratios are further apart when  = 20. From plots of the estimates,
it seems that the high noise level forces D4 -GCV to try to t something close
to a line. This would result in a higher ratio of squared bias to variance. This
observation is supported by the fact that, when  = 20, D4 -GCV uses a small
number of parameters. So evidently, D4 -GCV attributes the periodic component
of  to noise.
TABLES 2-3 HERE.
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APPENDIX: THE O(n) ALGORITHM

Let k, U, K, and D be as in Section 2.3 and ^  = (^ (t1 );    ; ^ (tn ))0 . In
what follows, we shall only need the diagonal and rst 2m o -diagonals of K.
It can be shown that that, for some c 2 <n?m , ^  satis es

^  = Y ? Qc

where

(Q0 DKDQ + Q0 DQ)c = Q0 DY
and Q is any n by n ? m matrix of full column rank with Q0 DU = 0.
If the matrices Q0 DKDQ and Q are banded, then we can use these equations
to solve for ^  in O(n) calculations. In fact, if Qk+i;k = 0 for i 6= 0;    ; m, then
we can show, by the properties of K, that [Q0 DKDQ]k;k+i = 0 for jij > m, as
follows. Using (6) and (7), write
R

Kij

where

= G(ti ; w)G(tj ; w) dw
P
 r;s Uir Ujs Frs (minfti ; tj g)

Frs(t) =

t

Z

a

(17)

ur (w)us (w) dw:

(18)

Since Q0 DKDQ is symmetric, it suces to show that [Q0 DKDQ]k` = 0 for k ? ` >
m.
[Q0 DKDQ]k` =
=

n
X

i;j =1
m
X
i;j =0

[DQ]ik Kij [DQ]j`
[DQ]k+i;k Kk+i;`+j [DQ]`+j;` :

Since k ? ` > m  j ? i whenever 0  i; j  m, in the above summation we have
k + i > ` + j . So
[Q0 DKDQ]k` =
=

m
X

[DQ]k+i;k

i;j =0
m X
m
X

j =0 r;s=1

m
X

r;s=1

Uk i;r U` j;sFr;s(t` j )[DQ]`
+

Fr;s (t` j )U`
+

+

j;s [DQ]`+j;`

+

+

j;`

+

m
X
i=0

[DQ]k+i;k Uk+i;r :

0
But m
i=0 [DQ]k+i;k Uk+i;r = [Q0 DU]kr = 0.
To nd a banded Q with Q DU = 0, set QijP= 0 for i 6= j; j + 1;    ; j + m.
Thus the remaining elements of Q must satisfy m
`=0 Qi+`;i di+` uj (ti+` ) = 0 for
all j = 1;    ; m. For each i, the values Qi+`;i , ` = 0;    ; m, are easily found
by a QR-decomposition of (DU)i , the m + 1 by m matrix with `j th entry equal
to di+` uj (ti+` ). Write the decomposition as (DU)i = Qi Ri . Then the required
values are in the (m + 1)st column of Qi .
Once the coecients c are in hand, one can go on to compute the spline function
^ or its derivative at any other set of argument values. First, note that Q0 D(^ ?
KDQc) = 0, so there exists d 2 <m with ^  ? KDQc = Ud, and d can readily
be computed. Now let U(`) and K(`) contain the values U(ij`) = D` uj () and
P
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Kij` = D`k(tj ; ) evaluated at ti , where the argument values ti may now be di

erent
in value and number from those in the data. Then the `th derivative evaluated at
these values is
^ ` = U(`) d + K(`) DQc :
The matrix Q0 can be thought of as a generalized divided di erence matrix
associated with L, since Q0 D(f (t1 );    ; f (tn ))0 = 0 for the original set of ti 's
whenever f is in the kernel of L. For instance, suppose that D is the identity matrix
and that the ti 's are evenly spaced with ti+1 ? ti = . If m = 2 and L = D2 , then
u1 (t) = 1 and u2 (t) = t span the kernel of L and we can take Q0ii = Q0i;i+2 = 1,
Q0i;i+1 = ?2, and Q0ij = 0 otherwise.
Thus Q0 is the usual second divided di erence
2
2
matrix. If m = 2 and L = D + ! I , then u1(t) = cos !t and u2 (t) = sin !t span
the kernel of L. We can take Q0ii = Q0i;i+2 = 1, Q0i;i+1 = ?2 cos ! and Q0ij = 0
otherwise.
( )
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Table 1: Examples of di erential operators and bases for the corresponding parametric families.
Operator L
Parametric Family for ker L
2
D
f1; tg
D4
f1; t; t2; t3 g
D2 + D; 6= 0
f1; exp (? t)g
D4 + !2 D2 ; ! 6= 0
f1; t; cos !t; sin !tg
(D2 ? D)(D2 + !2 D); ; ! 6= 0
f1; exp Rt; cos !t; sin !tg
D ? w()I , w(t) 6= 0
ft exp( R0tuw(u) du)g
R
D2 ? w()D, w(t) 6= 0
f1; 0 [exp( 0 w(v) dv)] dug
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Table 2a

NLS
PER.NLS
D4 -GCV
D4 -df

MSE
Mean SE
6.57 0.01
2.42 0.04
21.4 0.5
16.9 0.3

MSE:  = 5
Log10 MSE Total Total
Ratio
Median Mean SE Bias2 Variance Bias2/Var
6.52 0.816 0.001
6.3
0.3
20.9
2.17 0.33 0.01
0.3
2.1
0.1
33.3 1.10 0.02 12.5
8.9
1.4
16.7 1.12 0.01 11.5
5.3
2.2

Table 2b
PER.NLS
D4 -GCV

DF:  = 5
Mean SE Median Range
9.5 0.1
8.8
6.0 { 34.2
8.2 0.1
4.6
4.0 { 28.0

Results are based on 200  400 simulated data setsp using 400 random curves, with
regression error  = 5. SE = standard deviation/ 1000.
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Table 3a

NLS
PER.NLS
D4 -GCV
D4 -df

Mean
38.1
40.0
48.9
51.9

MSE:  = 20
MSE
Log10 MSE Total Total
Ratio
SE Median Mean SE Bias2 Variance Bias2/Var
0.8
28.9 1.495 0.009
6.2
31.9
0.19
0.8
33.3 1.508 0.010 1.56
38.5
0.04
0.4
46.2 1.679 0.003 31.0
17.9
1.73
0.5
48.1 1.699 0.004 20.3
31.6
0.64

Table 3b
PER.NLS
D4 -GCV

DF:  = 20
Mean SE Median Range
7.54 0.14 5.74 5.0 { 44.8
4.48 0.04 4.00 4.0 { 14.7

Results are based on 200  400 data sets,pusing 400 random curves, with regression
error  = 20. SE = standard deviation/ 1000.
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Figure 1: Male Melanoma Data. Estimates are the solid line, which is CUB, the
cubic smoothing spline estimate, and the dashed line, which is PER, the estimate
de ned in Section 5.1. Each estimate uses 5.6 parameters.
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Figure 2: Estimates of melanoma incidence using penalties with L equal to D2
(labelled 2), D3 (labelled 3), and D4 (labelled 4). All estimates use 10 parameters.
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Figure 3: Male Melanoma Data. Estimates are the parametric nonlinear least
squares estimate (the dashed line denoted NLS), the penalized periodic smoothing
spline (the solid line denoted PER) with period estimated by parametric non-linear
least squares and  chosen by GCV, the penalized estimate using L = D4 (denoted
GCV) with  chosen by GCV and the penalized estimate using L = D4 (denoted
DF) and  chosen so that the number of parameters is equal to that used by PER.
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Figure 4: The F-ratio functions (11) for the male melanoma data for the L-spline
and order 4 polynomial spline.
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Figure 5: The points show the US monthly birthrate around World War II. The
solid curve is the L-spline smooth corresponding to the minimum GCV value using
as favored functions (13), and the dotted line indicates the nonlinear least squares
t achieved by using favored function u3 (t) alone.
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Figure 6: The solid curve is the L-spline smooth of the birth rate data corresponding
to 20 degrees of freedom, the dashed-dotted line is the least-squares t using only
the favored functions (13), and the dotted line is the order 3 polynomial spline t,
also using 20 degrees of freedom.
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Figure 7: The estimate variance of estimate ^2 = SSE=(n ? df ) plotted as a
function of degrees of freedom df for the t. The solid line is for the L-spline, and
the dotted for the order 3 polynomial spline.
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Figure 8: Data set generated from a random curve, with standard deviation of
regression error equal to 5.
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